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This useful sources section focuses on four key areas related to the Troubled Families Programme: official government documents and sources of information relating to the programme; emerging academic research relating specifically to the implementation of the programme; sources which help to locate the programme in its wider historical context; and international perspectives which provide information on how ‘troubled families’ are viewed in different countries. The sources listed here hopefully add to and complement the bibliographies of the individual articles in this section.

Government troubled families documents


Some key official documents are:

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) (2012a) Listening to Troubled Families, London: DCLG.

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) (2012b) Working with Troubled Families, London: DCLG.


The Troubled Families Programme


Crossley, S. (2015) ‘“Realising the (troubled) family”, “crafting the neoliberal state”’, families, relationships and societies, advanced access http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14326465757666.


**Historical context**


**International approaches to family support**


